Introduction
In this paper we shall study differentiable probability measures JJL on the usual Borel tf-field 23(J?°°) on R°° which is the countable direct-product on the real line R. First in Section 1 we prepare some basic tools for our later discussions and discuss general properties of these measures. In Section 2 we consider measures of product-type, v=Iin=iVn and investigate the set Dp of all differentiable shifts of IJL. And using these results, we characterize measures ^ such that D^l 2 . If fjL n (n = l,2~'} is the same measure, then p. is said to be a stationary product measure. In Section 3 we take up stationary product measures. It will turn out that D^ is an Orlicz sequence space. Lastly in Section 4 we consider a relation of differentiability and quasi-invariance of IJL. § 1. Preliminary Discussions
Let IJL be a probability measure on the measure space (U°°, S3(JT°)).
For a = (a n )^R co if lim^o r l {v(E + ta)-v(E)} = d a v(E) exists for all Ee
33(J?°°), then IJL is said to be differentiable in the ^-direction, or a is said to be a differentiable shift for p.. The set of all differentiable shifts will be denoted by D^. It is remarkable that the above pointwise limit can be taken the place of the total variation norm of signed measures. (See, [5] ) In this section we consider measures JJL of product type consisting of 1-dimensional probability measures n n on (R, 99(1?)). Then IJL is Ro°°-differentiable if and only if all the fjt n are differentiate on R. Further by Theorem 7.1 in [5] , it is equivalent that each ft n has a density f n (t) with the Lebesgue measure dt on R and that f n '(t) (in distribution sense) belongs to L}tt(R). Consequently we may assume that f n (t) is an absolutely continuous function with the derivative f n '(t}^L l dt (R) . From now on we always assume that p is of such type, dp(x) = ®nfn(x^)dxn and D^Ro 00 , and we put
It is not hard to see that --/Li(E + ta) = dav(E+ta

Proof. Put d(A,B) = v(AQB) for all A,B^%(ir). Identifyingŵ ith S if ^G4©B) = 0, we have a complete metric space (%$(R°°), J). From the absolute continuity of indefinite integral, T n (B) = ( I p\(x)d^(x)
,
$n(t)=fn'(t)/f n (t).
Now consider a conditional expectation Exp(F|23n)Or) of FeLWJZ") relative to the sub-afield ffl«=^n" 1 (8(« 11 )). If a = (
Hence {%}%=ian</>n(xn)} forms a Cauchy sequence in Li and IMU= /|2n=i Proof. It may be only to prove the unconditionality. Let {e n (o})} be a Bernoulli sequence. They are independent identically distributed random variables on a probability space (Q,P) such that P(e/ z (o>)=±l) = 2~1.
Thus for any a = (a n }^R co , {2«=i a n </>n(x n )} is a martingale and it follows that Q. E. D.
Since lim/?-*co f n (R) = 0 for all n, \f n (a)\^M for all n and
To Investigate the structure of D? in more detail, we wish to discuss it in probabilistic terms.
Lemma 2.1. Let (42, P) be a probability space and X(co) be in L l t{Q}.
Then f (\l-CQs(uX(a))}}u-2 dudP(a))^B f \X(o))\dP(a>), where B= sup
JQ JQ JQ t rt I I sin u/u du\.
JQ
Proof.
Take any e such that 0< e< 1. Integrating by parts we have
\a\, we apply bounded convergence theorem to the second term in the above
B f \X(a))\dP(w).
Q.E.D. 
JQ
By (2) of the above lemma we can define a function
J-oo JnJv
Lemma 2.3. Under the same assumption on X(a)} as in Lemma 2. 2, 
Proof. Integrating both sides of (2) of Lemma 2.2 with dg(t\ M x (a)< kNx(a) for aejR. On the other hand, M x (a)= I N x (ta)dg(t}Ĵ
Since (1) *2in=iXn(co) converges in
Proof. Equivalence of (2) and (3) is obvious by Lemma 2.3. Before the rest of the proofs we wish to state some remarks. Let {e n ((*) r }} be a Bernoulli sequence on a probability space (12', P'X Then
= f (l~IlnCOs(Xn(aj~))}dP(w) Ja = l-n« /"cos(X»(a>))dP(a»)^Z!»{l-f
JQ Ja
Conversely if 1-/ cos(X w (cy))d/P(cy)^a7z<2~1 for all w and 1-f f cos(Sn£n(^)^n(cy))JP(cy)^PX^)<2-1 , then using Ai^-logw/ yuyfl' (1 -u)^Ki for |1 -w|^2 -1 (/fi and /G are suitable positive constants), we
. Then H^Q and H(t}^2~\ if U|^2. Lastly we notice that f \X(o))\dP(a))= r P(\X(a)}\^t}dt holds for all J?-valued measurable
Jn Jo functions.
Proof of (1)
and take r such that 0<r^(2M)~1. Then for all O^w^l, f f {l-cos
where B is the constant in Lemma 2.1.
2k N Xn (r) for * such that 2-*^r, it follows that 2"-iM fll (l) <00.
Proof of (2)=*(1).
It follows that supf^^iX n (co)\dP(o})^2{l-i-8^=iNxn(l)}<^.
As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 2.1, LX^-convergence of {2«=i
Xn(a)}} is equivalent to sup /|2Jf=iXn(oj)|dP(<y)<oo for independent random variables Xn(o>) with mean 0. Thus we have (2) (1) a = (an)
Remark 4. In [1] , modular sequence spaces are stated as follows. Let {Mn} be a sequence of Orlicz functions. The space l{M n } is the Banach space of all sequences a = (a n ) with ^n=iM n (p~l\a n \)< 00 for some p>0, equipped with the norm \\a\\ = mf{p\^n=iM n (p~l a n \)^l}. 
,t = {(u, co)\0^ u£l, \uX n (co)\< t} 9 F n ,t = {(u, a>)\0 £u£l,\uXn(a>)\£t} and t n = inf{t>0\ ff X n 2 (co)dudP(a))>2R}. If the
JJEn,t
above set is empty, we put t n = 00 . Note that for all £>0, // JjEn,t 2 
X n \u)dudP((o)«x> , ff X n 2 ((o)dudP(a))^2R and (( X n \®)dudP(a))
1, 2). Now take (c n )^l 2 such that 0< c n <l (n = l, •••) and put a n ,\ = I -c n , a n ,2 = Cn. Then a function f n defined by f n (t) = a nt \g\(t) + a nt 2g2(t) we have <f>n(t)=f n '(t)/f n (t) = </>i(t) + </>2(t), which follows from Car (^OPlCar / /•» /-oo $>n (xn)dfjL(x) = a n ,i I 4>i(t) dt + a n ,2 I </>2\t)
0/0
Replacing t by #0(0 and integrating both sides of the above inequ- 
{l-exv(ia<fi(t))}f(t)dt\^AM(a)
for sufficiently small 
Now we shall consider /^-differentiability. If p>2, this is impossible for such ft, and if p=2, a result is already obtained in [5] 
J-ooJO
If the product type measure p. is not stationary, then "/ 1= ZV may occur, as seen in the following example.
Example 2 0 Take a sequence {a n } such that 0<a n <l (n=l, •••) 2"=i (1 -an)<°°y and put t$n -a n~l (\. -a n \ Let /n(0 be an even function on R such that a n on [0, Proof. Define a metric on C/« such that d(a, b)=supost*i\\f*ta -fitb\\tot. Then (CV, d) is a complete metric linear topological space whose topology is stronger than the product topology on J?°°. (For example, see [3] .) Thus using closed graph theorem, the injection X^C^ is continuous. Now take any a^X. Then by the assumption a sequence {flJcATn T» exists such that lim*-.*, d(a, an) = Q, hence liiru-ooll/^ -^aj^ = 0. Consequently, for £eS(J?°°), v(E) = Q=* v n, Van Q.E.D.
In general even if p. is J?o°°-quasi-invariant, differentiability does not imply quasi-invariance and vice-versa. and limnll/-/»||LI=O. Thus taking a subsequence {n k } such that 2"=i||/ •"/nJU^0 0 , y is equivalent with ^ defined as dp. Let (a n )^l l such that 0<a n <l (w = l, •••) and (fin) be a positive sequence such that Iim n a n l3n = co . We take a non negative differentiate 
